
Illumeo and Controllers Council Announce Partnership for Learning 
 

SILICON VALLEY, CA & CHICAGO, IL (PRWEB) - Illumeo, a leader in professional development for 
accounting, finance and related professionals, and Controllers Council, offering specialized resources 
and programs for controllers and accounting organizations, announced today that they will be 
collaborating on a CPE webinar series open to both members of Controllers Council and Illumeo at no 
cost. In addition, the partners will bring Illumeo’s advanced learning platform and unmatched on-
demand accounting and finance course library to the members of the Controllers Council as yet another 
benefit that enhances their professional development. 

The program will see Controllers Council and Illumeo working together to deliver a series of webinars on 
critical topics in accounting, accounting process, risk, controls, and more, all at no cost to those 
interested in learning and CPE. Controllers Council members will be gaining discounted access to the on-
demand Illumeo platform in order to provide additional avenues for training and CPE.  

“We are honored to partner with Illumeo for our continuing professional education, and joint webcast 
series,” states Neil Brown, Controllers Council Executive Director. “Controllers Council members and 
subscribers can now access Illumeo’s complete range of CPE and professional certifications at significant 
fee discounts.”  

“Controllers Council is an excellent professional organization for Controllers, accounting and corporate 
finance practitioners,” said John Kogan, Founder and Chairman of Illumeo. “Their focus on enhancing 
Controllers and their organizations brings great value to their membership and we are proud to be 
aligning with them on both the webinar and Illumeo access programs.” 

At the end of the day, professional development is key to success for all accounting and finance 
professionals. Without it, they remain static, unable to advance careers as quickly as they would like, 
relegated purely to learning on the job. These days, that’s not enough. With the joint webinar series and 
more readily available access to Illumeo, the expectation is that these programs will significantly 
enhance the value of membership to Controllers Council members, and in turn enhance their careers. 

 

ABOUT ILLUMEO 

Based in Silicon Valley, CA, Illumeo is a specialized learning platform for professionals in Audit, 
Accounting, and Corporate Finance and the companies that employ them. The cloud-based Illumeo 
learning platform provides over 1,300 on-demand courses, live webinars, thousands of continuing 
education credit hours, a complete Compliance Monitor™ solution with advanced assessment and 
development plan tools, and is used at companies of all sizes, including many of the largest and most 
successful service organizations and corporations in the world. 

ABOUT CONTROLLERS COUNCIL 

Controllers Council™ is a community and platform of accounting and financial controllers, CFOs and 
related executives focused on accounting best practices, information and resources, peer interaction, 



recognition and networking. Programs include a national Career Center, informative articles and 
whitepapers, ongoing webcasts, the Controller of the Year recognition program, and now global CPE and 
professional certification. For more information, visit www.ControllersCouncil.org, or call Executive 
Director Neil Brown at 312-869-2180. 

http://www.controllerscouncil.org/
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